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A Bumble Bee Invades A Nudist Colony!
By Andy Caldwell

The emperor has no clothes is a phrase made famous by Hans Christian Anderson, albeit, variations of the story go back hundreds of years, meaning the expression
presents an age old problem! The story represents the tendency of the masses to go
along with a charade for fear of the consequences of pointing out the obvious to the
oblivious. Moreover, the people who fell for the charade are now vested in it and they
don’t want to admit to themselves or anyone else how foolish they have been, so the
ruse lives on.
Here in California, there are so many people walking around wearing nothing at all,
when it comes to certain facets of group-think and group-speak, that we might as well
admit we are living in an ideological nudist colony. That reminds me of a very, very
old song, when “The Bumble Bee Invaded the Nudist Colony”! In this story, I will play
the part of the bumble bee, thank you very much.
Let’s talk climate change. All the people drinking the Kool-Aid would have us believe
we have about eight years left to save the planet from catastrophic, irreversible damage. Yet, none of these people are living or acting as if we only have eight years left,
including the elite’s use of private jets to attend climate conferences and the innumerable new island resorts popping up despite the threat of sea level rise! Meanwhile,
China’s use of coal continues to skyrocket as if there really is going to be a tomorrow,
Greta Thunberg.
For example, the county of Santa Barbara just purchased a new diesel generator to
serve as backup for a solar panel array and a storage battery for that array. While
the state intends to ban gas-powered cars, lawn equipment and the like, they also
intend to keep paving our roads with asphalt. If we only had eight years to save the
planet, where is the desperation and the plan to end any and all reliance on fossil
fuels and the 6,000 products made from fossil fuels that we use each and every
day? For instance, why not ban polyester clothing at the same time as gas-powered
cars? Moreover, the state wants to ban plastic utensils used in restaurants, but what
about the plastic used in hospitals?
Another multi-billion dollar naked-as-a-jaybird effort underway is the feckless attempt
to do away with homelessness. The brilliant idea? If we put them in a shelter, hotel
room, or hut, they won’t be homeless any longer! Whereas, that might appear to be
true to the naked eye, the naked truth is something altogether different. Namely,
managing to get the homeless off the streets during the night does not solve the underlying problems of the mentally ill and those addicted to drugs and alcohol when
(Continued on page 19)
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Well Done, Good And Faithful Servant Joe Centeno!
By Andy Caldwell

In my 30 years serving as a government watchdog,
I have seen some twenty-five county supervisors
come and go. One of the absolute finest men to hold
that seat was Mr. Joseph Centeno, County Supervisor
and former Mayor and police chief of Santa Maria. He
came from very humble beginnings. How humble? He and his siblings were raised in a boxcar at
Naples during the Great Depression (his father
worked for the railroad). He said his humble beginnings made him a better person. He earned his way
to the top, the old fashioned way, via hard work and
determination. Joe recently passed away and I would
like to take this opportunity to say a few of the things
about what made him so special.

First and foremost, Joe became a county supervisor
for one reason, to continue a life of public service
spanning some 50 years. Unlike many other electeds, he wasn’t in it for the ego, prestige, or power, nor
did he need the job or desire it as a stepping stone to
higher office. Moreover, as is the case with so many,
he did not take the job as a subterfuge for political activism of any kind.
Back when Joe was elected, he served on the board
during the reign of Supervisors Naomi Schwartz, Susan Rose and Gail Marshall, aka “The Twisted Sisters”- notorious partisans who helped grow county
government to the behemoth size it is today. Nevertheless, because Joe’s integrity, authority, competence and earnestness shone through in everything
he said and did, he actually helped to dial down the
intensity, acrimony and fervor of the sisters. It was an
amazing thing to watch.
We need more Joe Centenos’ to step up and run and,
for the sake of community, voters must seek people of
this caliber to serve as their elected representatives. These are people who have a life-time record
of achievement and service to the community, people
who are thought of as town fathers and mothers, people respected for their common sense, community
spirit, and who take the position as a personal sacrifice, rather than to satisfy narcissistic ambitions or for
the purpose of partisan political agendas.
Another important detail about Joe is worth mentioning in comparison to so many other electeds. There is
a tendency among electeds to forget why they are
where they are. That is, our electeds are there to rep-

resent the people in the halls of government. Instead,
what I have seen, over and over, is the people’s representative instead end up representing the government to the people while becoming an apologist for
government.
Moreover, having been elected, they become members of a club that fail to share the truth about matters
as if it were part of a code of conduct among the ruling class. How does this phenomenon come
about? It is quite natural really. If the electeds don’t
deflect criticism away from the government, then they
have to accept responsibility for its failures. Hence,
the phenomenon of deflecting, excusing, and even
covering up wrong-doing, failures and shortfalls becomes a means of self-preservation.
Joe’s position, forever and a day, is that the people
have a right to know everything their government is
doing and failing to do, and he was there to hold government accountable. That is, too many people accept government’s rule in their life. But, in America,
government was never meant to rule, it was meant to
serve via the consent of the governed. The Joe Centenos’ of this world supervised the government, as our
representative, to ensure it didn’t rule over us or ruin
us!
RIP Joseph Centeno, my friend. When I recall this
quote from George Washington, I will always think of
you: “Where are our men of abilities? Why do they
not come forth to save their country?”
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Another In-N-Out Shut Down For Refusing To Become The
Vaccination Police
By Katy Grimes

Is In-N-Out being singled out?
Another Bay Area county has closed down an In-NOut restaurant because the burger chain “refuses to
become the vaccination police.”
Last week the San Francisco city health department
closed an In-N-Out fast food burger restaurant over
the company’s refusal to force customers to prove
they are vaccinated against the coronavirus, the
Globe reported.
This week, Contra Costa County public health officials
shut down the Pleasant Hill burger joint after claiming
the company ignored several warnings to enforce
proof of vaccines for customers who wanted to dine
indoors, or proof they had tested negative for the virus
in the past 72 hours.
There is no apparent indoor-dining option for people
who had the coronavirus and have proof of antibodies
via an antibody test.
It’s curious why San Francisco and Contra Costa
Counties are going after In-N-Out so doggedly when
so many restaurants throughout the state do and believe the same — that it is not a restaurant’s responsibility for the enforcement of state and county vaccine
mandates.
In-N-Out’s chief legal and business officer Arnie
Wensinger, stuck with the company statement issued
after the San Francisco shut down: “We refuse to become the vaccination police for any government. It is
unreasonable, invasive, and unsafe to force our restaurant associates to segregate customers into those
who may be served and those who may not.”

restaurant associates to segregate customers into
those who may be served and those who may not,
whether based on the documentation they carry or
any other reason,” he said. “This is clear governmental overreach and is intrusive, improper and offensive.”
It’s also clear governmental overreach to ask minimum wage workers at fast food restaurants to verify
patrons’ vaccine passports and examine them for authenticity. As several restaurant employees told the
Globe this week, “We don’t know what we are looking
for. We are trained to prepare and serve food.”
The county has issued several warnings and fines for
local In-N-Out restaurants, including two in Pinole and
San Ramon, the AP reported. “Public health authorities see vaccination enforcement requirements as vital tools in slowing COVID-19 at a time when 1,500 or
more Americans are dying each day from the virus.”
Again, why In-N-Out? Are Burger King and McDonalds verifying customers’ vaccine passports?
Is In-N-Out being singled out?
Contra Costa County is the very same county which
Dr. Chris Farnitano, Contra Costa’s Public Health
Doctor, got one doctor terminated, and two others
reprimanded for questioning his handling of the
COVID-19 virus, and data manipulation to keep Californians in lockdown. The Globe reported in October
2020, in a letter to Dr. Farnitano the doctors asked
him to explain how the county was accounting for the
high number of false positive COVID tests with the
county tiering system. They asked what data supported the closure of gyms and outdoor dining. And they
(Continued on page 19)

However, Wensinger added, “Our store properly and
clearly posted signage to communicate local vaccination requirements.”

Wensinger acknowledged that employees at the
Pleasant Hill restaurant “were not actively demanding
vaccine documentation and photo identification” from
each indoor patron but said the company is committed
to “the highest form of customer service” and disagrees with any government order that forces a private
company to “discriminate” against customers, the Los
Angeles Times reported.
“It is unreasonable, invasive and unsafe to force our
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Newsom A Barrier To Tech Progress
By Jon Coupal

In 2013, then-Lt. Gov. Gavin Newsom wrote
“Citizenville: How to Take the Town Square Digital
and Reinvent Government.” The book advances the
idea of how government could use technology to
“house the needs, concerns, information and collaboration of an enlightened digital citizenry.” The book
was both well-written and compelling.
Given the innovative ideas advanced in his book, it
was disappointing to see the governor veto two bills
that would have used technology to improve citizens’
accessibility to their government.
First, Senate Bill 675 would have authorized a county
board of supervisors, if they so choose, to allow property owners either over the age of 62, or those individuals on SSID regardless of age, to pay their property
tax in monthly installments. But the ability to bill in
monthly installments, ubiquitous in the private sector,
and already possible in states including Idaho, Michigan, Ohio, and Texas, was apparently too much for
the Golden State. Gov. Newsom vetoed the bill, stating that Californians struggling to pay their property
taxes already had options and that the bill contained
“significant administrative and fiscal burdens.”
Despite Proposition 13, many retirees and seniors on
fixed incomes still struggle to pay their property taxes
in two big lump sums.
SB 675 simply would have given homeowners an additional option to pay their taxes in a timely manner
and, at the same time, allowed them to incorporate
property taxes into their monthly budgets. But the governor’s newfound fiscal restraint when it comes to investing in things that would benefit the taxpayer and
the inability for government to implement widely accessible technology apparently got in the way.
Another example of a Newsom veto inconsistent with
his earlier writings involved Assembly Bill 339. AB 339
would have enhanced community engagement by requiring public meetings of city councils and county
boards of supervisors to include options for people to
participate online or by telephone, as they were able
to do during the pandemic. Opposition from local governments forced the bill to be narrowed to include
what was apparently the poison pill, that it would only
apply to cities and counties with more than 250,000
residents.

Newsom vetoed the bill, stating it would “set a precedent of tying public access requirements to the population of jurisdictions” but also that the bill “limits flexibility and increases costs for the affected local jurisdictions trying to manage their meetings.”
Government was able to master the technology during
(Continued on page 17)
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Cancel The Mouse And Ignore The Elephant!
By Andy Caldwell

Last week, I spoke about how government hearing
chambers have morphed into echo chambers. As a
way of reminder, the definition of an echo chamber is
an environment in which people encounter only beliefs or opinions that coincide with their own, so that
their existing views are reinforced and alternative ideas are not considered. Hence, debate and the meaningful exchange of ideas have been forsaken.
In this day and age of the cancel culture, we have
seen some of the top scientists in the world canceled
because they simply asked questions about the inconsistencies, incongruencies, and flat-out contradictions
of the ever-changing narrative about all things covid.
Canceling some of the best doctors, research scientists, and even Nobel prize winners was downright
dangerous in light of the fact that both practicing medicine and promulgating laws, to be legitimate, require
informed consent. That is, the one thing more dangerous than covid is the emergence of a totalitarian
approach to both medicine and governmental powers.
Having said that, there has also been an ongoing insult to inquiry to the little people of this world who
have bothered to show up before our county supervisors and the public health department. These little
people, who dared to question the county’s fawning
allegiance to whatever Fauci and our state health department have to say, have become cannon fodder in
a theater of the absurd.
To wit, at the board meeting of 10/5/21, county staff
showed a pictorial graphic of their approach to managing covid. The graphic consisted of several layers,
five to be exact, of the Swiss cheese (you can’t make
this up even if you tried!) methodology of preventing
covid. The five layers were, in order of effectiveness,
good ventilation, hand hygiene, face masking, physical distancing, and being fully vaccinated. You can
say, with all certainty, that this is their story and they
are sticking to it.
However, there was more to the pictorial. At the bottom of picture, there was a little mouse, ostensibly
eating away at the layers of cheese. The mouse had
a name. He was the “misinformation mouse”. Pesky
little fellow that he is, always asking questions about
the efficacy of the Swiss cheese approach to managing covid, albeit, by the county’s own admission, their
approach is full of holes!

So it was, while the county supervisors and their staff
were busy trashing the mice for eating away at the
cheese, they missed the elephant in the room. The
elephant represents the superior natural immunity
gained from having had covid! There have been over
15 studies around the world that confirm this, including the latest from Israel (one of the most vaccinated
countries in the world!). “The newly released data
show people who once had a SARS-CoV-2 infection
were much less likely than vaccinated people to get
Delta, develop symptoms from it, or become hospitalized with serious COVID-19.” To be precise, vaccinated individuals were 27 times more likely to get a
symptomatic COVID infection than those with natural
immunity from COVID.” Hence, the lack of efficacy of
vaccine passports. The message to those who had
covid should be, “you are now free to move about the
country”!
Finally, it turns out that the worst theory about the
covid cult has legs. The theory? Scientists, including
Fauci, pined for the day they could unleash MRNA
vaccines on the world without having to wait a decade
to go through trials. That is, they wished for the release of a new virus, specifically from China, that
would be so disruptive, the world would abandon all
caution to this new technology. This discussion took
place in Oct 2019 at a Milken Institute Event titled
“The Future of Health Summit”. Google it. Their wish
became our command, Swiss cheese and all.
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The Echo Chamber Of Futility
By Andy Caldwell

For the past 30 years, I have spent nearly every
miserable Tuesday sitting in the chambers of the Santa Barbara County Supervisors. I am convinced we
need to rename the hearing room the echo chamber. The definition of an echo chamber is an environment in which people encounter only beliefs or opinions that coincide with their own, so that their existing
views are reinforced and alternative ideas are not
considered. The bottom line? Debate and the meaningful exchange of ideas has been forsaken.
This past Tuesday, our supervisors engaged in a perfect echo chamber exercise as they pondered why our
county doesn’t have enough affordable housing. I can
cite the reasons in my sleep. The California Environmental Quality Act, the California Coastal Commission, the County Planning Commission, and the
County Planning Department, along with hundreds of
fees and dozens of zoning machinations, regulations
and restrictions. And, let us not forget the numerous
nimby organizations such as the Environmental Defense Center, the Santa Barbara County Action Network, and CAUSE all of which comprise the choir that
regularly performs in the echo chamber.
It is no mystery why housing is so expensive
here. The same holds true for automobiles, fuel, electricity, water, and food, not to mention taxes, permits
and fees charged for various services! None of this is
happening by accident. California has been governed
exclusively by the democratic party for decades. They own this situation. It is their creation. And, as much as they try to blame shift, the fact
is California, which was the richest state in the nation,
is now the poorest by any number of metrics including
the people living in poverty, along with our debt and
deficits.
Decades ago, the most prolific apartment developer in
the region entered the echo chamber to meticulously
explain why he could not build more so-called affordable units here. He outlined the cost of the limitations
having to do with requirements for setbacks, open
space, and height limitations, to name a few. He then
explained that getting involved in a development project in this county is considered a risky proposition
because planners and neighbors, not to mention busy
-body activists, can and certainly will create delays,
design changes, and most assuredly, calls to downsize the project. When all was said and done, the

potential return on the investment did not justify the
risks of the same.
They paid no heed. Instead, they imposed millions in
fees to developers via a ponzi scheme, by which they
charge every developer a fee by way of taxing the
market rate units in the development. Every home
sold in this region has these hidden fees and taxes
embedded in the purchase price that is used to pay
for things our government should provide and to facilitate discount housing for others. The injury to the insult? The tax monies that were once used for community improvements is now absconded to help pay
for the exorbitant salaries, benefits and pensions of
county employees!
Unfortunately, the echo chamber stupidity of the democratic party is not limited to or wasted on California
alone. In a competition of dumb and dumber, consider Joe Biden’s statement “My Build Back Better Agenda costs zero dollars. Instead of wasting money on
tax breaks, loopholes, and tax evasion for big corporations and the wealthy, we can make a once-in-ageneration investment in working America. And it
adds zero dollars to the national debt”. White House
Press Secretary Jen Psaki added, “In the past, companies have passed on these costs to consumers…
We feel that that’s absurd and unfair, and the American people won’t stand for that!”
Translation? We are going to tax the bejesus out of
America and it won’t cost a dime! Can you hear the
echo?
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California Derails Supply Train
By Steven Greenhut

N

early 40 percent of cargo shipped into the United
States enters through the ports of Los Angeles and
Long Beach, but container ships — which typically
unload quickly and head back to Asia — are backlogged dozens deep and often for days. The ports
have moved toward 24/7 operations, but the bottleneck there is wreaking havoc on the nation’s supply
chain.
“In L.A., even if barges are unloaded more quickly onto the docks, there aren’t enough truck drivers and
available warehouses to prevent bottlenecks from
forming elsewhere,” the New York Times reported.
“After all, it’s a supply chain, and the port is just one
link.” Problems at the Los Angeles ports are increasing pressure up and down the West Coast, from San
Diego to Tacoma, Wash.
The key problem is an insufficient number of truckers
to take these consumer goods off the ships and to
warehouses and stores across the nation. Mainstream
analysts noodle the many reasons that fewer people
want to drive trucks these days, and focus on banal
trends such as the aging workforce and drivers who
quit over the fear of getting COVID.
The nation is home to 3.5 million professional truck
drivers, so there are millions of reasons why individuals stay or leave that profession, but, apparently, it’s
off base to talk about one of the more obvious reasons that California has too-few truckers. Various
state-specific public policies have significantly reduced the number of drivers.
For instance, one viral Facebook post said that the
problem “is in part caused by a California truck ban,
which says all trucks must be 2011 or newer, and a
law called AB 5, which prohibits owner operators.”
Both of those laws are in effect, and a wide range of
academics and policy makers would agree that they
are “part” of the problem, but somehow that legitimate
discussion is outside the bounds of reasonable debate.
Politifact, the fact-checking journalism service that
often reads more like an opinion page, cited the
above post and proceeded to declare its claim “mostly
false.” That’s odd, because the original post didn’t
claim that it was the entire problem, but only part of it.
PolitiFact even admits that, “California’s trucking regulations may have had an impact on port backups, but

there’s more to it.”
There’s always more to everything than any one
simple explanation, but the port backups are unquestionably — and in part — the result of insufficient truckers, and three particular California public
policies have made it a lot tougher to operate a
truck in the state.
I’ve frequently covered one of those policies on the
pages of The American Spectator. In 2018, the California Supreme Court issued its Dynamex decision,
which imposes an “ABC Test” on employers for determining whether they may use contractors rather
than permanent employees as their workforce. They
could only do so in some strictly limited instances,
meaning that most businesses — including trucking
companies — must rely on salaried employees.
This has wreaked havoc on the trucking industry,
which relies heavily on owner-operators. PolitiFact
pointed to a Los Angeles Times article noting that,
“Some 13,000 truckers regularly serve the ports of
Los Angeles and Long Beach. Just a few hundred
are classified as employees, despite a decade-long
(Continued on page 14)
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Covid Coincidence
By Marilyn Singleton MD

“They” say there is no such thing as coincidence.
They must have known about Covid-19, the political
viral disease.
Is it a coincidence that the year of the Covid is also
the year that scientific integrity died? Discourse is the
lifeblood of science. I thought we had gotten past jailing or guillotining or dismissing as crackpots people
whose scientific theories with which we disagreed.
Many scientific mavericks were vilified: William Harvey describing the circulatory system, Ignaz Semmelweis’ advocating for simple hand-washing, Barry Marshall determining that H. pylori, not spicy foods
caused peptic ulcers, to name a few. We have a modern day version of public humiliation and worse. Data
that does not fit the “official story” is removed from
popular social media sites, not reported on mainstream television channels, and hidden from easily
accessed public websites.
Was it a coincidence that an all-out campaign to debunk the effectiveness of hydroxychloroquine as an
early treatment for Covid-19 occurred after President
Trump had good words to say about it in an election
year? The denigration was relentless, despite 60
years of use in autoimmune diseases for its antiinflammatory effects. Hydroxychloroquine was also
found to have anti-blood clot effects. And with several
viruses it was shown to inhibit viral entry into cells and
viral replication. All of these properties would be effective in treating Covid-19 symptoms.
Another anti-parasitic medication, ivermectin, has 20
possible mechanisms of action against the SARSCoV-2 virus, including interrupting viral entry into cells
and anti-inflammatory action. Significantly, ivermectin
is a protease inhibitor, that is, a substance that blocks
proteins that allow viruses to reproduce themselves.

Is it a coincidence that Pfizer’s new anti-Covid pill, PF07321332 is also a protease inhibitor? Notably, Pfizer’s drug would have to be given early after the onset
Covid symptoms. This is also the recommendation for
hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin—a recommendation that many studies ignored when dismissing the
value of these anti-parasitic medications.
Is it a coincidence that Merck, who distributes ivermectin, is seeking fast-track approval for molnupiravir,
an antiviral agent to treat Covid-19? How convenient
that the U.S. government will purchase $1.2 billion
worth of the yet-to-be-approved drug. And how predictable that vaccine maker Moderna’s stock fell 11
percent after the announcement. Vaccines are yesterday’s cash cow. Is it a coincidence that ivermectin
costs no more than $100 dollars per treatment course
and molnupirivir costs $700 per 10-day course of
treatment?
Is it a coincidence that the pharmaceutical and health
products industry, to keep their seat at the table, has
spent $171,262,239 so far this year in lobbying and
that Pfizer and Merck were among the top five clients?
Is it a coincidence that Dr. Fauci, in dismissing
hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin, resurrected his
(Continued on page 18)
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Derailing Biden’s EPA Climate Railroad
Steven Milloy

Statistician S. Stanley Young has just sued the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, alleging it has
illegally stacked a legally required panel of independent science advisors with agency cronies. Past the
issue of complying with the law, the lawsuit’s outcome
could very well determine whether the federal government can, through the back door, regulate greenhouse gas emissions on a state-by-state basis.
The Clean Air Act requires that, when setting air quality standards, EPA seek the advice of a panel of experts known as the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC). When Biden EPA administrator Michael Regan assumed office earlier this year, one of
the first things he did was abruptly and without cause
fire by terse email all the members of all EPA’s science advisory panels, including CASAC. Administrator Regan also announced he was jettisoning conflictof-interest rules (instituted by the Trump EPA) barring
science advisors from being current or recent recipients of EPA grants.
Dr. Young, serving at the time on EPA’s Science Advisory Board (SAB), was one of those terminated advisors. When EPA announced it would seek nominations to reconstitute CASAC and the SAB, Dr. Young
was renominated to both but was not selected to either by the agency.
Instead, EPA opted to fill the positions mostly with academic researchers with financial ties to EPA. On the

seven-member CASAC, five are EPA grantees.
The new chairman, Dr. Lianne Sheppard of the University of Washington, has received over $60 million
in EPA grants. Other notable grantees include Yale
University’s Dr. Michelle Bell ($29 million in grants)
and the University of Rochester’s Mark Frampton ($36
million in grants).
Most importantly, however, all seven CASAC members are likely to have the same point of view
(identical to the agency’s) on the available science
regarding fine particulate matter (dust or soot known
as PM2.5) in outdoor air. This is particularly important
because President Biden’s EPA has already announced that it would be revisiting President Trump’s
decision to leave the federal air quality standards for
PM2.5 at the level set by the Obama administration.
This decision was supported by the CASAC’s majority
view in 2019 that the case to tighten the standards
was essentially junk science.
What’s PM2.5 got to do with climate? Scientifically,
little if anything, except that the combustion of fossil
fuels results in emissions of both carbon dioxide and
PM2.5. So regulatory-wise, PM2.5 could be a key
means for EPA to control carbon dioxide emissions
use across the country.
(Continued on page 12)
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Stop Investing Your Money In Corporations That Fund
Progressives
By Rachel Alexander

Conservatives are increasingly looking for
alternatives to mainstream products and services as
we’re getting kicked out of society. We’ve been kicked
off of social media platforms, hosting providers,
payment providers, domain name registrars,
fundraising sites and more. That’s defensive mode.
But we should also be in offensive mood, aggressively
avoiding progressive companies as much as we can.
The left has become so hostile toward us that we can
no longer just kick back and react like we used to.
Progressive companies are actively funding the woke
agenda now, like critical race theory and suppressing
free speech, so we’re essentially paying them to
defeat ourselves.
Obviously, it’s not practical for everyone to boycott
everything. But one area that has become very easy
to make a change is investing. American
Conservative Values ETF started an exchange-traded
fund in October that basically mirrors the S&P 500 —
which is composed of the stocks from 500 leading
large U.S. companies — without all the lefty
companies included. The founders of ACV noticed a
proliferation of environmental, social, and corporate
governance funds that are focused on clean energy or
being against fossil fuels and wanted to start an
alternative. These funds have become so prevalent
on the left there is now a term for them, ESG funds,
which stands for environmental, social and
governance.
Anyone can invest in ACV, even if they’re just a poor
student with a small amount of money, by going
through an app like Robinhood (granted, some
conservatives have been critical of Robinhood, so
there are similar platforms available). The ACV fund
can be purchased just like any other stock, its ticker is
ACVF.
Co-founder and CEO Bill Flaig observed that ACV is
combating a double problem, since “politically active
companies negatively impact their shareholder
returns, as well as supporting issues and causes
which conflict with our conservative political beliefs
and values." Once companies become politically
active, they are no longer maximizing shareholder
returns, but are instead putting a higher priority on
misallocating shareholder resources to push their pet

causes. Tom Carter, ACV’s other co-founder, said,
“Companies shouldn’t be involved in politics at all.
Maximizing shareholder value and customer quality
should be the primary premise.”
Although ACV doesn’t include high-performing stocks
like Apple, Starbucks, Bank of America, Disney and
Nike, the company makes up for it by weighting a few
other high-performing stocks double, and leaving few
stocks in that mostly stay out of politics such as
Microsoft, so it really does perform similarly to the
S&P 500 (founder Bill Gates, despite his own
activism, has little left to do with Microsoft). Carter
explained, “If you got rid of every tech company that
leaned left, you’re not going to have much of a
sector.”
Because of the similar track to the S&P 500, the
active risk is only plus or minus 2%. ACV can’t
guarantee it will track the S&P 500 closely, but it’s
predictable performance. Since ACV launched, it has
swung both ways, with some periods beating the S&P
500 and some periods underperforming it.
About 27% of the companies in the S&P 500 are left
(Continued on page 13)
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Time To End The Race-Based Law That Harms Native
American Children
By Timothy Sandefur

More than a dozen states have recently chosen to
recognize the second Monday in October not as
Columbus Day but as Indigenous Peoples’ Day, in an
effort to acknowledge the nation’s indebtedness to
Native Americans, as well as the many injustices they
have experienced over the centuries. It’s fitting, then,
that the Supreme Court is now poised to consider a
case involving one of the greatest injustices ever
inflicted on Native Americans.
The case involves a federal law called the Indian
Child Welfare Act (ICWA), which effectively bars
states from protecting Native children from abuse and
denies them opportunities to find permanent, caring
adoptive homes. Enacted in 1978 with the goal of
preventing state child welfare agencies from taking
children away from their Native American parents on
insufficient grounds, ICWA ended up going too far in
the other direction. Today, instead of protecting kids
from harm, it now stands as a major threat to their
safety.
ICWA categorizes children as “Indian” based
exclusively on their biological ancestry. Even kids who
are not tribal members, speak no tribal language, and
have never lived on reservation qualify because they
are “eligible” for membership due to the blood in their
veins. Then the Act imposes a separate set of rules
whenever state courts review cases involving their
safety—rules less protective than those that apply to
other kids.
For example, if a white or black child is abused by a
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parent, the state can take her into protective custody
as long as it first makes “reasonable efforts” to
preserve the family unit. This is not required, however,
if “aggravated circumstances” exist, such as
molestation or a parent’s drug addiction. But ICWA
requires “active efforts,” a term the law doesn’t define,
but which is more demanding than “reasonable”
efforts—and this is not excused by “aggravated
circumstances.” That means state agencies must
return Indian children to families they know are hurting
them.
The results are often tragic. Montana officials knew
Anthony Renova was being abused, so they placed
him in foster care for four of his five years of life. Had
he been non-Indian, he might have been adopted into
a safe, loving family. Instead, thanks to ICWA, the
state was forced to return him to his abusive parents
in February 2019. Nine months later, they beat him to
death.
When parents are abusive, officials must sometimes
ask a court to terminate their parental rights. This is
typically a necessary step before adoption—and for
kids of other races, it is accomplished by producing
“clear and convincing” evidence that the parent is
harming the child. But ICWA requires a higher
evidentiary standard: “beyond a reasonable doubt,”
plus expert witness testimony. That’s a stricter rule
than applies in criminal cases, which means it’s
(Continued on page 16)
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Derailing Biden’s EPA Climate Railroad Cont.

(Continued from page 9)

The Clean Air Act requires that EPA establish national
air quality standards for PM2.5. States that do not attain these standards risk losing federal highway funding at EPA’s discretion. The current PM2.5 standard
(12 millionths of a gram per cubic meter of air) is stringent but easily attainable in almost the entire country.
When the CASAC last reviewed the PM2.5 standard
as required by law in 2019, it was pressured to advise
that the PM2.5 standard should be tightened from 12
to as low as zero – that is, an impossible goal of no
dust or soot in the air. The CASAC rejected that as
without a scientific basis and left the standard at 12.
Now the agency wants to tighten the PM2.5 standard.
However, it has no scientific basis for doing so because of the most recent CASAC review. Rather than
fighting the CASAC panel, the Biden Administration
simply purged the existing members and installed
more pliable members. The agency will have its crony
-filled CASAC rubber-stamp the agency’s alreadydetermined conclusion to tighten the standard, which
could go as low as zero.
Depending on where the EPA sets the PM2.5 standard, many or even all states will fall out of attainment
and compliance with the Clean Air Act, handing EPA
vast control over economic development in nonattainment areas. That control could include banning
new or existing power and manufacturing plants, control over highway use and construction, and even control over agricultural production.
During 2009-2010, the Obama administration and a
Democrat-controlled Congress tried to saddle the
country with climate regulations in the form of a capand-trade system. That effort failed, but the anti-coal
Obama administration had a backup plan – EPA regu-
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lation of PM2.5 emissions from coal plants that bankrupted most of the industry. Eleven years later, we are
in a similar situation. Climate legislation being pushed
by a Democrat President and Democrat-controlled
Congress is struggling. But it may not matter because
EPA, with the aid of CASAC, could once again turn
PM2.5 into a regulatory weapon to achieve legislative
goals on climate that are otherwise floundering.

Given that no federal court, including the Supreme
Court, is likely to second guess CASAC’s view of
PM2.5 science, regardless of how off base it is, the
only thing standing in the way of the Biden administration and the dire scenario laid out could very well be
Dr. Young’s lawsuit.
Steve Milloy publishes JunkScience.com and is the
author of “Scare Pollution: How and Why to Fix the
EPA.”
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Stop Investing Your Money In Corporations That Fund
Progressives Cont.
(Continued from page 10)

off ACV’s exchange for aggressively seeking a
progressive agenda. Google and Apple were removed
for pulling the Parler app from their app stores.
Amazon was removed for kicking Parler off its web
servers. Facebook and Twitter are excluded due to
internet censorship. The founders humorously refer to
big tech as FAANG — Facebook, Apple, Amazon,
Netflix and Google. Delta and Coca-Cola were
removed after they condemned Georgia’s new
election law.
Consumers may not realize their money is being
invested in companies opposed to their values, but
ACV has figured it out. For example, many people
may not know when it comes to media companies,
Disney owns ABC, AT&T owns CNN, and Comcast
owns NBC.
Carter explained how ACV is different from Ave Maria,
a Catholic provider of mutual funds. Besides the fact
consumers can purchase mutual funds directly,
without going through a brokerage, financial advisor
or app like Robinhood, their selection is slightly
different since Ave Maria’s focus is faith-based
Christian values. For example, Ave Maria might be
more likely to cut a fund related to gaming or
healthcare.
ACV’s founders are very qualified in the investment
area. Carter has been in the exchange-traded-fund
industry for 25 years, almost since the beginning. He’s
developed ETFs, raised money, and was with an ETF
company for 23 years. Flaig has been in the financial
services and investment management for 30 years,
on the portfolio management side where he balances
portfolios and runs money. Other similar funds to ACV
include MAGA and 2ndVote.
Flaig says ACV stays on top of the news cycle,
always looking out to see if another company has
gone woke. However, they are reasonable about it;
sometimes a corporation makes a political statement
for effect but doesn’t follow through with its money.
The lefty who invented the ESG concept, Tariq Fancy,
admitted, “In truth, sustainable investing boils down to
little more than marketing hype, PR spin and
disingenuous promises from the investment
community.”

The ACV fund is doing well. It began with $1 million at
startup and is now up to $26 million. Flaig told Fox
Business that since the 10 largest ETFs manage
hundreds of billions worth of assets, it makes sense to
direct half of that huge amount toward conservative
companies.
Rachel Alexander is a political consultant (and editor
and founder of Intellectual Conservative
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cont.

(Continued from page 7)

organizing campaign by the International Brotherhood
of Teamsters.”
The U.S. Supreme Court recently refused to hear one
trucking company’s appeal of a California court ruling
that upheld Assembly Bill 5, the state law that codified
the Dynamex decision. The Legislature exempted
more than 100 industries from the law after it led to
widespread layoffs and voters exempted ride-sharing
companies such as Uber and Lyft, but left the trucking
industry in the lurch. (The California Trucking Association’s lawsuit challenging the law on interstate commerce grounds remains active, but the matter is not
yet resolved.)
PolitiFact dismisses any impact on the ports given
that the courts have imposed a temporary injunction
on the law’s implementation regarding truckers, but
that ignores what we’ve seen in other AB 5-related
matters. Companies must prepare for its eventual implementation and this most likely plays some part in a
declining number of drivers willing to work in California. That’s not much of a leap.
The second matter involves that “truck ban,” by which
the California Air Resources Board (CARB) passed in
2008 a regulation that bans the registration of large
trucks that pre-date 2011 or have engines built before
2010. The PolitiFact writer dismisses any impact that
rule might have by quoting — as her main source on
the matter — the communications director for CARB.
Well, that certainly settles it.
The engine ban hasn’t instantaneously led to the port
back up, but over the years it has reduced the number
of truck drivers on the road because it has imposed
such enormously high costs on drivers who owned
older trucks. That rule has taken around 200,000
trucks off the road and, according to industry estimates, reduced the number of available construction
trucks by 20 percent.
Maybe PolitiFact considers this “mostly false” information, but if the state dramatically reduces the number of trucks on the road, it ought not to be surprised
that there are far fewer trucks available to offload
cars, groceries, and washing machines at the Port of
Los Angeles.
One less-known news event — and one that stems
from incompetence rather than ideological fervor — is

the California Department of Motor Vehicles’ ongoing
inability to efficiently get newly trained truck drivers
their commercial drivers’ licenses. The San Bernardino Sun reported recently on potential truck drivers
who have camped out at DMV offices simply to get in
the queue to take their driving tests.
One might blame the problem on a sudden surge in
demand, but this has been going on for years. “The
commercial side of the DMV is so backlogged that if
you finished your truck driving courses today, you’d
have to wait 56 business days for an appointment to
take your driver’s license test,” the office of Assemblyman Jim Patterson, R-Fresno, told me in 2017.
Of course, there are multiple reasons for the backlogs
at the ports, but these state trucking regulations and
bureaucracies have contributed, in part, to the problem. Overall, I’d rate the PolitiFact analysis as “mostly
false, ideologically driven nonsense.”
Steven Greenhut, Resident Senior Fellow and
Western Region Director, State Affairs, R Street
Institute
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Dear COLAB Members,
Did you know that lessening the burden of government is a bonafide and legitimate
function of a charitable endeavor, i.e. a 501c3 tax exempt foundation? Is that not a
cause you can believe in and support? Well, thankfully, COLAB now has its own
foundation!!!
COLAB can now raise funds from other foundations, as well as, individuals who don’t
own their own business! That means that everyone who contributes to the COLAB
Foundation can write off their contributions.
The COLAB Foundation is a public charity formed to procure funding for the Santa
Barbara County Coalition of Labor, Agriculture and Business (COLAB) and other select non-profit entities to advance education and science, combat community deterioration and lessen the burden of government.
Of course, the donations to the COLAB Foundation can only be used to educate the
public about the work that COLAB and others are doing in our community, but we
have been educating people all along!

The COLAB Foundation!
Donations are tax-deductible as a charitable contribution!
Please send your contribution to:
The COLAB Foundation
PO Box 7523
Santa Maria, CA 93456

Or online at:
http://www.colabsbc.org/COLAB-foundation-form.php
Donations to the COLAB Foundation are deductible IRC 170 as the foundation
is an IRS approver 501 C3 charity.
Our EIN is 81-1088586
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Time To End The Race-Based Law That Harms Native
American Children cont.
(Continued from page 11)

literally easier to put a murderer on Death Row than to
find an adoptive home for an Indian child.
ICWA also requires that Indian children be adopted
by “Indian families” instead of families of other races.
Because few Indian families are looking to adopt,
Native kids in need are often bounced from one foster
home to another, never finding permanent homes.
Equally cruel is that while courts use the “best
interests of the child” rule in most child welfare cases,
ICWA bars them from doing so in cases involving
Indian children. California judges have said that while
best interests are the paramount concern in cases
involving white kids, they’re only one of “a
constellation of factors” courts should consider when it
comes to Indian children. Texas courts have gone
further: “Best interests,” they’ve said, is an “Anglo”
concept that doesn’t apply to “Indian” children at all.
Such separate-but-equal reasoning is revolting, and
fortunately, a federal appellate court declared portions
of ICWA unconstitutional in an April decision
concerning a Texas child whose parents volunteered
him for adoption, only to have tribal governments veto
that decision. Now, lawyers for state, federal, and
tribal governments—as well as for would-be adoptive
parents—have asked the Supreme Court to review

the matter.

It’s past time that it do so. All Indian children are
American citizens, entitled to the same protections
other kids receive. Indeed, they are at greater risk of
neglect, abuse, addiction, gang membership, and
suicide than children of any other race—and ought to
receive greater protections, not fewer. Yet while there
are adults ready and willing to help these children,
ICWA says no—because their skin is the wrong color.
That’s a crime—and the Supreme Court should strike
down this unjust law.
Timothy Sandefur is the Vice President for Litigation
at the Goldwater Institute. He has litigated several
legal challenges to the Indian Child Welfare Act.
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Newsom A Barrier To Tech Progress Cont.
(Continued from page 4)

the pandemic, but to allow people who would otherwise be unable to make it down to city hall or the
county office on a weekday and sit through five hours
of interlocution before being allowed to make their
three-minute-or-less comment was simply asking too
much.
Regrettably, these two vetoes reflect only the latest
examples of California’s opposition to technological
innovation. Exhibit A to this inexplicable resistance is,
of course, the billions of dollars that were lost to EDD
fraud. Years of auditor’s reports highlighted the technological and procedural issues at the unemployment
office, but the governor, his predecessor, and the Legislature chose to act only after the horse was out of
the barn.
Nor did they act on the DMV, where Californians were
made to suffer through long lines and out-of-date
technology until the revelation of a secret DMV office
for VIPs near the state Capitol embarrassed the governor and Legislature into action.
The argument that California doesn’t have the public
resources to invest in technology that makes paying
property taxes easier or increases public participation
in local government simply doesn’t wash. Certainly
not while we’re still spending billions on a bullet train
to nowhere. That project might have been a technological triumph when Leland Stanford was governor,
but not Gov. Newsom, the technocrat who wasn’t.
Jon Coupal is president of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association.
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Covid Coincidence cont.

(Continued from page 8)

same excuses for not using a drug that frontline
physicians found effective for AIDS patients? Physicians begged Dr. Fauci to publicize the use of the
sulfa drug, Bactrim, as prevention and treatment for
PCP (Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia) in AIDS patients. According to investigative author Sean Strub,
“Fauci refused to acknowledge the evidence and …
even encouraged people with AIDS to stop taking
treatments, like Bactrim, that weren’t specifically approved for use in people with AIDS.” Dr. Fauci told
activists there was “no data to suggest PCP prophylaxis was beneficial and that it may, in fact be dangerous.” Thousands of deaths could have been
avoided. This sounds chillingly familiar to his position on Covid treatments. Damn the clinical success.
I don’t care if the drugs work; I’m waiting for my pet
drugs with high price tags!
Is it a coincidence that Dr. Fauci’s personal favorite
AIDS drug, AZT (zidovudine), was ramrodded
through the FDA? And that it was toxic, didn’t work,
and in fact killed people, like his favorite anti-Covid
drug, remdesivir? Remdesivir’s toxic effects were
known when it was tested against Ebola virus disease in 2019. By April 2020, it was known that 60
percent of Covid patients given remdesivir had adverse effects, including liver and kidney injury.

Worse yet, remdesivir did not improve survival. Indeed, a few months later the World Health Organization recommended against its use, but Fauci’s
National Institutes of Health (NIH) still has it on its
treatment protocol at $3,120 per treatment course.
I have a broader question about why diversity of
thought is squelched. Tyrants despise free thinkers.
It is not coincidence that President Biden, who
wants to exert more federal government control over
our lives through vaccine mandates, bought all of
Regeneron’s monoclonal antibody treatments that
were not in short supply but were being successfully
used by “red states.” He vowed that “if governors
won’t help us beat the pandemic, I’ll use my power
as president to get them out of the way.”

Health and Human Services framed the sequestration more kindly: “This system will help maintain equitable distribution, both geographically and temporally, across the country.” Is it a coincidence that
“governmental ownership and administration of the
means of production and distribution of goods”
sounds like socialism?
Dr. Marilyn Singleton MD, JD is a board-certified
anesthesiologist. She is past president of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons
(AAPS)
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Another In-N-Out Shut Down For Refusing To Become The
Vaccination Police cont.
(Continued from page 3)

wanted to know why his public health agency was ignoring medical experts who recommend opening schools,
as children are not significant vectors of the disease.

As the Globe pointed out last week, “San Francisco requires a vaccine ID to purchase a burger and fries, but
no ID to vote. San Francisco allows open meth and heroin purchases and use on city streets, homeless vagrants to poop on the sidewalks, and thieves to rip off Walgreens daily, but if you want a Double-Double and a
chocolate shake, you need to prove you’ve been vaccinated.”
Now Contra Costa is doing the same, and trying “to force In-N-Out associates to segregate customers into
those who may be served and those who may not, whether based on the documentation they carry.”
Katy Grimes, the Editor of the California Globe, is a long-time Investigative Journalist covering the California
State Capitol, and the co-author of California's War Against Donald Trump: Who Wins? Who Loses?

A Bumble Bee Invades A Nudist Colony! cont.
(Continued from page 1)

they reappear during daylight hours. Hence, when the county supervisors rented out a motel in downtown Santa Barbara for these clients of theirs, they also had to hire security 24/7.
Bzz, Bzz, Bzz, how will the county treat the root problems that caused these people to become homeless in the
first place? Back in 2011, the department that ostensibly treats the homeless persons’ underlying maladies had
an annual budget of $70 million. Ten years later, the budget is $150 million and the problems associated with
the homeless have only gotten worse and their numbers have only increased.
Obviously, what we are doing is not working, because our government never had the requisite moral authority to
deal with the matters of lost souls. Instead, they continue to throw enormous amounts of money at the problem
that only serves to grow government and innumerable associated cottage industries, while they all strut about
virtue signaling in the buff presenting a mighty tempting target to a bumble bee.
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